**Specifications Table**TableSubject areaMechanical and Material Science EngineeringMore specific subject areaLiquid composites molding, Fabrics/textilesType of dataTables, graph/figureHow data was acquiredDirect numerical simulationData formatRaw and analyzed/processedExperimental factorsPressure-driven flows through a channel over a fibrous porous media were solved with various channel height and the data presented here is for the channel height larger than 10 times of fiber diameter, where the universal slip behavior is observed.Experimental featuresDimensionless slip lengths and slip coefficients in the longitudinal (fiber) and transverse (normal to fiber) directions are presented as a function of various geometrical parameters of fibrous porous media including the fiber packing structure, the fiber volume fraction, the dimensionless void length and the normalized permeability.Data source locationSchool of Mechanical Engineering, Research Center for Aircraft Parts Technology (ReCAPT), Gyeongsang National University, Jinju, KoreaData accessibilityData is within this article

**Value of the data**•The data provided herein can be used to demonstrate the anisotropic interfacial slip in fibrous porous media in liquid composite molding.•The data provided here can be used to obtain two important characteristic parameters for flows in fibrous porous media: the anisotropic normalized permeability and the anisotropic interfacial slip length (or slip coefficients).•The data provided here can be used to construct the slip length tensor of the Navier-slip model, which replaces actual corrugated fibrous surfaces by an effective smooth boundary at the interface between fibrous porous media and fluid.•[Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} provided here may be used to estimate the dimensionless slip coefficient, which is the most important parameter in predicting the interfacial slip in fibrous porous media. For example, for a given fibrous porous media of a certain packing structure with fiber volume fraction, one may estimate the dimensionless slip length and the normalized permeability from [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}.

1. Data {#s0005}
=======

Data in this article provides the dimensionless slip length $b^{*}$ and slip coefficient $\alpha_{BJ}$ as a function of the fiber volume fraction for three different representative fiber packing structures in both longitudinal and transverse directions of fibers ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). The fiber volume fraction is the ratio of fiber volume to the volume of a unit cell in the fibrous porous media. The dimensionless slip length is defined as $b^{*} = {b/R}$ with the slip length $b$ \[m\] and the fiber radius $R$ \[m\]; and the dimensionless slip coefficient $\alpha_{BJ} = \beta\sqrt{K}$ with the slip coefficient $\beta$\[m^−1^\] of Beavers and Joseph [@bib1] and the permeability $K$ \[m^2^\]. For the quadrilateral packing structure, [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} is for the transverse direction and [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} is for the longitudinal direction. For the compressed hexagonal structure, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} contain slip length data for the transverse and longitudinal directions, respectively. [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} list data on the slip length in each direction for the equilateral hexagonal packing structure. [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} describes the effect of the channel size on the slip length. In addition, we provided in each case the dimensionless void length $d^{*}$, which is the measure of fractional free slip area at the fluid/porous interface $d^{*} = {d/L_{1}}$ ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), and the normalized permeability $K^{*}$. Plotted in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} is the fitted dimensionless slip length and normalized permeability as a function of dimensionless void length in transverse and longitudinal directions for various fiber packing structures. Equation fitting is described in next section and in section 4.2 in Ref. [@bib2].Fig. 1.Three different fiber packing structures of interest: (a) the quadrilateral packing (Quad); (b) the compressed hexagonal packing (Hex1); (c) the equilateral hexagonal packing (Hex2). Note that fiber volume fractions in all three arrangements are the same.Fig. 1Fig. 2Fitted dimensionless slip lengths and normalized permeability as a function of dimensionless void length in transverse and longitudinal directions for various fiber packing structures.Fig. 2Table 1Slip length and slip coefficient over the quadrilateral packing structure in the transverse direction.Table 1Volume fraction *V~f~*Dimensionless void length *d^\*^*Normalized permeability *K\**Dimensionless slip length *b^\*^*Dimensionless slip coefficient *α~BJ~*0.150.5635.77E−010.2513.0290.200.4953.05E−010.2092.6380.250.4361.73E−010.1812.2940.300.3821.02E−010.1611.9840.350.3326.07E−020.1451.6980.400.2863.60E−020.1321.4340.450.2432.10E−020.1221.1870.500.2021.18E−020.1130.9590.550.1636.23E−030.1060.7450.600.1262.97E−030.1000.5460.650.0901.19E−030.0940.3660.700.0563.32E−040.0890.2040.750.0233.28E−050.0850.068Table 2Slip length and slip coefficient over the quadrilateral packing structure in the longitudinal direction.Table 2Volume fraction *V~f~*Dimensionless void length *d^\*^*Normalized permeability *K\**Dimensionless slip length *b^\*^*Dimensionless slip coefficient *α~BJ~*0.150.5631.18E+000.4502212.4150.200.4956.41E−010.3612642.2170.250.4363.79E−010.3033532.0280.300.3822.35E−010.2623441.8490.350.3321.51E−010.231651.6780.400.2869.92E−020.2076751.5170.450.2436.61E−020.1884741.3640.500.2024.45E−020.1725031.2220.550.1633.01E−020.159351.0880.600.1262.04E−020.1481910.9640.650.0901.39E−020.1382720.8520.700.0569.42E−030.1297980.7480.750.0236.39E−030.1223830.653Table 3Slip length and slip coefficient over the compressed hexagonal packing structure in the transverse direction.Table 3Volume fraction *V~f~*Dimensionless void length *d^\*^*Normalized permeability *K\**Dimensionless slip length *b^\*^*Dimensionless slip coefficient *α~BJ~*0.150.6915.77E−010.4021.8910.200.6433.05E−010.3351.6500.250.6011.73E−010.2901.4350.300.5631.02E−010.2581.2380.350.5286.07E−020.2331.0570.400.4953.60E−020.2130.8900.450.4652.10E−020.1970.7350.500.4361.18E−020.1840.5900.550.4086.23E−030.1720.4580.600.3822.97E−030.1620.3360.650.3571.19E−030.1540.2240.700.3323.32E−040.1460.1250.750.3093.28E−050.1390.041Table 4Slip length and slip coefficient over the compressed hexagonal packing structure in the longitudinal direction.Table 4Volume fraction *V~f~*Dimensionless void length *d^\*^*Normalized permeability *K\**Dimensionless slip length *b^\*^*Dimensionless slip coefficient *α~BJ~*0.150.6911.18E+000.7691.4140.200.6436.41E−010.6241.2830.250.6013.79E−010.5281.1640.300.5632.35E−010.4601.0550.350.5281.51E−010.4080.9520.400.4959.92E−020.3680.8560.450.4656.61E−020.3350.7680.500.4364.45E−020.3080.6850.550.4083.01E−020.2850.6090.600.3822.04E−020.2650.5380.650.3571.39E−020.2480.4740.700.3329.42E−030.2340.4150.750.3096.39E−030.2210.362Table 5Slip length and slip coefficient over the equilateral hexagonal packing structure in the transverse direction.Table 5Volume fraction *V~f~*Dimensionless void length *d^\*^*Normalized permeability *K\**Dimensionless slip length *b^\*^*Dimensionless slip coefficient *α~BJ~*0.150.5935.73E−010.2772.7320.200.5303.07E−010.2312.3980.250.4751.78E−010.2002.1090.300.4251.08E−010.1781.8520.350.3796.73E−020.1601.6200.400.3364.23E−020.1461.4050.450.2962.65E−020.1351.2060.500.2571.64E−020.1261.0210.550.2219.95E−030.1180.8480.600.1875.81E−030.1110.6900.650.1533.20E−030.1040.5430.700.1211.62E−030.0990.4060.750.0917.12E−040.0940.2830.800.0612.42E−040.0900.1730.850.0324.48E−050.0860.078Table 6Slip length and slip coefficient over the equilateral hexagonal packing structure in the longitudinal direction.Table 6Volume fraction *V~f~*Dimensionless void length *d^\*^*Normalized permeability *K\**Dimensionless slip length *b^\*^*Dimensionless slip coefficient *α~BJ~*0.150.5931.15E+000.5072.1120.200.5306.15E−010.4071.9250.250.4753.58E−010.3421.7470.300.4252.18E−010.2961.5760.350.3791.36E−010.2621.4120.400.3368.67E−020.2351.2550.450.2965.54E−020.2131.1050.500.2573.53E−020.1950.9620.550.2212.22E−020.1800.8270.600.1871.38E−020.1680.7010.650.1538.34E−030.1560.5840.700.1214.88E−030.1470.4750.750.0912.73E−030.1380.3770.800.0611.45E−030.1310.2900.850.0327.23E−040.1240.216Table 7Dimensionless slip lengths for three different fiber packing structures in both transverse and longitudinal directions as a function of the dimensionless channel height $H/R$$\left( {V_{f} = 0.5} \right)$.Table 7$H/R$QuadHex1Hex2TransverseLongitudinalTransverseLongitudinalTransverseLongitudinal10.18720.26060.39730.72060.21730.314920.14780.21160.28340.45750.16840.246740.12870.19120.22570.37380.14440.219380.12060.18170.20220.33860.13420.2068160.11680.17720.19190.32220.12960.2009320.11500.17500.18720.31430.12730.1979640.11400.17380.18490.31040.12630.19651280.11350.17320.18380.30850.12570.1957

2. Experimental design, materials and methods {#s0010}
=============================================

Pressure-driven channel flows between a no-slip wall on the top and a fibrous porous media on the bottom were solved to estimate the slip length and slip coefficient, which is the most important parameter in describing flows within the dual-scale porous media. The Navier--Stokes equation is solved for the two problems: one is the computational solution for the actual fiber arrangement on the bottom and the other is the analytical solution with the effective slip boundary condition on the bottom. The slip length and slip coefficient can be evaluated by comparison of the two solutions. Extensive numerical simulations were performed to obtain the slip coefficient in the longitudinal (fiber) and transverse (normal to fiber) directions are presented as a function of various geometrical parameters of fibrous porous media including the fiber packing structure, the fiber volume fraction, the dimensionless void length and the normalized permeability. By the mesh refinement study, the accuracy more than three significant digits were ensured in estimating the slip length and slip coefficient. The three different fiber packing structures are presented in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} and data includes slip characterization from very low volume fraction of fibers (0.15) to highly packed cases (up to 0.75 for the quadrilateral and compressed hexagonal packings; 0.85 for the equilateral hexagonal packings). From Ref. [@bib2], the slip length and slip coefficient can be conveniently expressed as a master curve based on the dimensionless void length, which is determined directly from the fiber volume fraction and the structure of the porous media, and the relationship is given here for the completeness:$$d^{*}\left( V_{f} \right) = \begin{cases}
{1 - \sqrt{{4V_{f}}/\pi},} & \left( {\text{Quadrilateral}\text{packing},\text{Quad}} \right) \\
{1 - \sqrt{{2V_{f}}/\pi},} & \left( {\text{Compressed}\text{hexagonal}\text{packing},\text{Hex1}} \right) \\
{1 - \sqrt{{2\sqrt{3}V_{f}}/\pi},} & \left( {\text{Equilateral}\text{hexagonal}\text{packing},\text{Hex2}} \right) \\
\end{cases}.$$

As was discussed in Ref. [@bib2] (Section 4.1), there is a dependence of the slip length and coefficients on the flow channel thickness $H$; however the dependence is removed completely for the channel height larger than 100 times of fiber radius $R$, where the universal slip behavior is observed independent of the channel size. All the data presented here is taken from the case ${H/R} = 128$.

From the data on the slip length and slip coefficient presented in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} can be fitted in a universal way in a closed form, as a function of the dimensionless void length $d^{*}$ and the fitted equations in the longitudinal and the transverse direction is given as$$b_{\parallel}^{*} = 1.56d^{*^{2.71}} + 0.14,\quad b_{\bot}^{*} = 0.67d^{*^{2.41}} + 0.09.$$

The normalized permeability in both directions can be fitted also as follows:$$K_{\parallel}^{*} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{0.162{V_{f}}^{0.845}{\left( {1 - V_{f}} \right)^{3}/V_{f}^{2}}} & \left( {\text{Quad}/\text{Hex1}} \right) \\
{0.095{V_{f}}^{0.426}{\left( {1 - V_{f}} \right)^{3}/V_{f}^{2}}} & \left( {Hex2} \right) \\
\end{matrix} \right.,K_{\bot}^{*} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{{16/\left( {9\pi\sqrt{2}} \right)}\left( {\sqrt{\left( {\pi/4} \right)/V_{f}} - 1} \right)^{5/2}} & \left( {\text{Quad}/\text{Hex1}} \right) \\
{{16/\left( {9\pi\sqrt{6}} \right)}\left( {\sqrt{\left( {\pi/{2\sqrt{3}}} \right)/V_{f}} - 1} \right)^{5/2}} & \left( {Hex2} \right) \\
\end{matrix} \right..$$

In the above equations, the symbols $\prime \parallel \prime$ and $\prime\bot\prime$ denote longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively and can be found in section 4.2 in Ref. [@bib2]. Plots in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} were constructed using the fitted form in Eqs. [(1)](#eq0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(2)](#eq0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}, [(3)](#eq0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The accuracy of the fitted equation can be found in Fig. 12 in Ref. [@bib2] for the dimensionless slip coefficient, which can be calculated as $\alpha_{BJ} = {\sqrt{K^{*}}/b^{*}}$.
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